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100% Complete Strategy to master The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the WildAT-A-GLANCE

WALKTHROUGHS: Annotated maps and screenshots show you the way through every quest and

all Shrines of Trials. TOTALLY COMPREHENSIVE: All side quests, all Ã‚Â Shrines of Trials and all

information about collectable items Ã¢â‚¬â€œ each mapped out and ready for you to discover and

complete! Also includes optional challenges, mini-games, unlockables, Easter eggs, and more.

PUZZLE MASTER: Every single puzzle and riddle unraveled with clear, visual solutions. EXPERT

COMBAT STRATEGY: Practical, reproducible tactics to crush your enemies, even the toughest

bosses. COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE: Exhaustive appraisals of all items and monsters

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ including key parameters that are hidden in the game. FREE MAP POSTER: covering

the entire game world. QUALITY CONTROL: carefully designed to avoid unnecessary story

spoilers.
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This is an excellent buy. However, I have onlyOne complaint. On pages 165, 166 and 167 they

were printedwrong or something. Pp 166&167 are almost black with ink, it's not readable at all

This book is gorgeous and an invaluable resource for me as I play this game. Anytime I get stuck, I

just pull it out, look up the area, shrine, tower etc... in the index and get the information I need to

proceed. Plus there's all kinds of great pictures, stories and just fun information. This is a book we'll

have years after we stop playing this epic game. So glad I bought it!



I have 200+ hours in Breath of the Wild and have used this guide for the better part of the journey.

The walkthroughs of the dungeons, side quests, and shrine quests are detailed and the double

sided map showing shrine locations and Korok seeds is very helpful. Since Korok seeds are such a

huge portion of the completion rate, I would have enjoyed much more detail around some of the

harder to find seeds. The map was a great baseline and a small portion of the seeds are called out

with a little more detail but I would have liked to have seen that detail expanded. I much prefer the

map over watching walkthroughs online since you can go at your own pace. Because most of the

Korok seeds are easily found once you get to the area you can drop a pin on your map in game

rather than sitting through someone else walk around on a video which makes finding all 900 not

quite as arduous.Some of the tips and tricks are high level and I would have liked to have seen

more but since the level of detail that could be provided is infinite I can't fault at all. As an example,

the horse archery mini-game that rewards the Knight's bridle/saddle suggests you use a bow with

quick shot which is helpful but could have also mentioned using bomb arrows or multishot bows as

well. The item compendium has all items listed with pictures but on some of the armor it merely

notes that it's "unlocked with corresponding Amiibo". Again, would have been nice to have just a

little extra detail and know which Amiibo.More than worth it at retail but the fact that I was able to

buy it when  ran it for $24 was well worth it.

One of the more beautifully drawn strategy guides. This strategy guide not only points you in the

right direction, but it gives you extra details about the characters, secret areas and different places

you travel throughout the game. Very helpful and definetly worth it for the price.

I brought the hardcover guide & very well made with detail pictures & locations that would help when

trying thise well hidden weapons. Is amazing how huge the breath of wild world is & this guide gives

you all locations in colorful detail. A must buy for all Zelda fans.

This book is not perfect but this has mostly everything you need to complete everything. There

might be an item mix up here and there, but for the most part this will help you if you're stuck or

want to complete everything.Maps are awesome and very helpful.The layout is a bit odd at first as it

is broken into sections:First section: Story Only Guide (step by step to go through the main story

questline)The other sections talk about:Shrine - Locations and how to access them and complete

each oneItems (including Durability ratings - which was helpful)Side QuestMonsters list and



descriptions (also some map locations)Includes a little bit of artwork renders alsoIt's a nice addition

if you don't want to keep having to look stuff up on the internet.

So far this has been a great help with progressing through Breath of The Wild. I have not used the

walkthrough as I want to progress through the main quest on my own, but there is plenty of other

useful information in this book including a complete list of Shrines and side quests and item and

enemy information. Plus general tips on gameplay. I'm no stranger to Zelda but Breath of The Wild

breaks Zelda conventions to the point where it's as if it's my first Zelda game. With the level of

difficulty having a guide is really useful, especially when it's accompanied by clear illustrations.I got

the paperback version and the binding seems strong, and the pages are laminated to prevent

damage. It's very high quality for a paperback. The book is well organized and easy to navigate. My

only real complaint is the map placement. Maps are frequently placed over both pages, and the part

where the seams meet is very hard to read.

The book is well organized and helps answer the questions to complete things I can't figure out by

myself. Having a world map included is great, I find my self using it to plan where I want to explore

next.
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